Wow! What an amazing start to 2014. This term we have been learning about beauty and creation and how to use a bible.

This term each Monday we will be making toy cars out of recycled materials. We will be working on our cars until the end of term; we are still in the process of brainstorming.

In health we have been talking about healthy lifestyles. Each group has made a brainstorm about what they think nutrition, hygiene and fitness mean.

We will finish off by saying welcome to Miss Karina and Miss Nic.

Made By, Emily Swift and Andrew Strange.

Wow! We have had a busy start of term already. Our new teacher Miss Karina has been working us hard. She has been teaching us all about parts of speech, lifestyle choices and making cars in T&E. Miss Jo has been working her maths and literacy groups also, mainly focusing on writing narratives in literacy and converting fractions to decimals in maths. It has been a great term and we are looking forward to the future!

By Lucy Critch and Shayne Wells

This year we were introduced to a new teacher named Miss Karina from Chile. This term in literacy we have been focusing on adjectives, nouns and verbs for our writing. Also, in religion we have been looking at beauty and creation, and using the iPads to find it in different continents. We have had an alright start to the term and we hope it gets a lot better.

By Jonty Bone.

The year 5/6/7 have been working hard on a variety of activities as explained by them. It has been a wonderful start to the term and hopefully continues, for the rest of the school community.

Karina Ferrada
5/6/7 Teacher